Thursday 31st January 2019


14.00 – 14.30:
**Digital Identity and Gov.UK Verify - Road Map and Future Plans**
Alastair Treharne, GDS

14.30 – 15.00:
**Interoperability versus Promiscuity: Case for Attribute Linking Approach to DI**
Alastair Campbell, HSBC
- Challenges of scheme-based approach to digital identity
- Event-based approach – what it is, how it is different
- Event-based approach – how it addresses the challenges

15.00 – 15.30:
**Events, Semantics, Event Logs and Rules: Making an Attribute Linking Approach Work**
Ben Helps, Factern
- Requirements of the model – Semantics, Event Logs, Directories, Permissions, Rules Engines
- How the model works

15.30 – 15.50: Tea break

15.50 – 16.30:
**Panel-enabled Group Discussion: Events versus Schemes**
Moderator: David Alexander, Mydex
Panellists: Alastair Campbell HSBC, Alastair Treharne GDS, Ben Helps Factern

16.30 – 16.45: **Q&A**

16.45 – 17.00: **Workshop Wrap Up**